Minutes of the Medical and Anti-Doping Committee Meeting, 14th May 2021, Zoom
Attendees to the meeting
Chair

Ioannis Filippatos

Vice-Сhair

Barbarito Cabrera
Makhetha Mosotho
Gideon Kendino
Leyla Nasirova
Hocine Oucherif
Osamu Kadota
Marisa Nimrod
Sunita Malik

Apologies

Dilshod Kazakov

Absent

Vladislav Kurshev

1. Welcoming remarks by the AIBA President – Umar Kremlev
The President welcomed the committee members and thanked them for their labour-intensive work. Mr Kremlev
emphasized that the main AIBA concern is the health of the athletes and their coaches. He says that Anti-Doping
campaign is one of the key objectives of the current works and asked the committee to organize educational webinars
on the issue in order to avoid any doping issue to fight for transparent performance at all levels. The President
showed the readiness to support AIBA doctors in all financial questions, especially if there is a need for new medical
equipment. In conclusion, Mr Kremlev wished the committee a fruitful work and thanked them again for their strong
commitment and professional work.
2. Welcoming remarks by the Chairperson – Dr. Ioannis Filippatos
3. Working criteria of the committee
4. Anti-doping issues
a. Information on WADA site to be included on AIBA website
b. Collaboration with ITA on education programs and workshops
The Chairperson informed the committee members about the launch of special webinar series with ITA on May 26th
and asked them to attend the meetings in order to keep updated and discuss the questions raised at the next
committee meeting together. The subjects discussed will be the doping control process; prohibited list of
medicaments and supplements, principles and values of clean sport and out-of competition testing process.

5. Digital Medical Passport/Record Book
It was noted that in current circumstances there is a need to establish digital Medical Books for all the boxers to
show it at all pre-bout exams as well as for all the doctors and committee members to have an immediate access to
medical history of each athlete if needed. All the exams will be included in the passport. It was also proposed to
request AIBA to use its existing Database system providing doctors with an access for them to have opportunity to
check medical history of the boxers participating in specific championship. It was agreed to try it first as a pilot
project in order to improve the system afterwards as not everyone has necessary facilities, as 60% of digital
passports will be already a great success.
6. Medical Clearance for boxers on national teams
7. Proposed AIBA Extraordinary course for Cutman
It was agreed to extend AIBA Medical Educational Courses Program and apart from the Ring-Side Doctors Course to
launch a special training for the cutmen. It was proposed to ask all National Federations to appoint one doctor and
one cutman for the courses that will help to avoid medical problems and let the committee members to be more
aware of the concerns of the boxers.
8. Extraordinary Ringside Doctor’s Congress and Certification Course
9. First Aid course for all National coaches facilitated by AIBA Instructor Doctors
It was agreed that one day is enough to conduct the First Aid Course for the coaches and that only the necessary
procedures should be taught. It was noted that practical part of the course is crucial but due to travel restrictions
around the world theoretical part can be taught via online platform and practical part could be delivered in the
format of tutorial videos. In this regard, it was suggested working closely with the Coaches Committee in order to
harmonize e-learning system.
10. World Men’s Championship in Belgrade
The Chairperson noted that there are enough doctors ready to work at the championship in Serbia. He also suggested
organizing courses for the ring-side doctors and cutmen as well as First Aid Course for the coaches during the
championship with closer cooperation with the Coaches Committee.
11. Other key decisions of the committee
•

To strictly prohibit people with epilepsy to do boxing;

•

To ask AIBA to bring to each championship the same equipped medical bag for the doctors;

•

To use Vaseline until the new more resistible product comes out;

•

To decrease the Adrenaline dose to 1.000;

12. Closing remarks by the Chairperson
The Chairperson thanked the members for attending the first meeting of the Medical and Anti-Doping Committee
and asked them to be professional in every matter. He also emphasized the need of collaboration with other
committees if they have any questions to the doctors and asked to discuss it at the next meeting in June.
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